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The Fluke 805 FC Vibration 

Meter  

The reliable, repeatable, accurate 
way to check bearings and overall 
vibration – now with the power of 
the Fluke Connect™ Mobile App 

 

 

The Fluke 805 FC is not a vibration pen; it’s a meter. A meter that eliminates the confusion of vibration 
screening and provides reliable measurements customers can trust to make critical go or no-go 
maintenance decisions. 
 
Ordering Information 

Fluke 805 FC Vibration Meter 

Item 
Number 

 UPC Codes Description Warranty 
Harmonized 
Code 

ECCN 
Country 
of Origin 

4489229 0 95969 72686 3 
FLUKE-805 FC,FLUKE 
CONNECT VIBRATION 

METER 
1 year 9033.00.00.00 3A992 China 

 

Prices 

Item 
number Item model Euro CHF NOK SEK DKK UKP PLN 

4489229  Fluke-805FC 1595 1675 13688 15111 11873 1195 6645 

 

Package Contents 

 805 FC Vibration Meter 

 USB cable 

 Storage case 

 Belt holster 

 Quick reference guide 
 

 

Dimensions 

Fluke 805 FC 



Description 
Weight 

(kg) 
Weight 

(lbs) 
Length 

(cm) 
Width  
(cm) 

Height 
(cm) 

Length 
(in) 

Width  
(in) 

Height 
(in) 

FLUKE-805 FC 1.16 kg  2.55 lbs 25.72 16.19 9.84 10.13 6.38 3.875 

 

Key dates: 

 Open For Orders: February 9 

 Public Embargo: February 24, visible on EMEA websites 

Delivery Schedule 

 ATP: 2-4 weeks at launch 
 
Important to know 
 

 The Fluke 805FC will remain available next to the Fluke 805FC, until further notice. At least until 
end Q2, 2015 

 The FC app is scheduled to release next week for iOS, but will not be available for Android until 
the first week of March. 

 
Marketing Communications 

Materials released at the launch of the Fluke 805 FC will be available at fluke-launch.com 

Asset Description  Format Literature 

Number 

Fluke 805 FC Datasheet  Comprehensive data on features and 

specification of the Fluke 805FC 

PDF / Print 

on Demand 

13287-xxx 

Email blast HTML Email Content HTML N/A 

Fluke.com Web Banners Static internal web banners Web 6004127A 

External Web Banners Static web banners for third party placements Web 6002423B 

Product page Product page on fluke.com Web NA 

Application Note They are better together—Ti400 Infrared 

Camera and Fluke 805 Vibration Meter 

PDF / Print 

on Demand 

13156-xxx 

Application Note The benefits of vibration screening  PDF / Print 

on Demand 

11902-XXX 

Press Release English only available Word file - 

 
Most vibration pens and other screening devices currently on the market provide an overall number for 

vibration condition and some also provide an overall number for bearing condition. Due to pain points 

caused by inadequate design and measurement technology, customers consider the products to be 

unreliable, difficult to understand and are generally viewed as a hassle. With five measurement 

parameters the 805 FC gives a more complete picture when screening machine health and now with the 

power of the Fluke Connect™ App making go or no-go it is easier than ever. The Fluke Connect™ wireless 

system is the best way for maintenance technicians to stay in contact with their teams without leaving 

the field. By using the Fluke Connect™ tools like the 805 FC with the app, technicians can efficiently and 



safely capture, store and share maintenance data from the field. Furthermore, technicians and 

managers can access historical or live data from anywhere because it is automatically saved to the Fluke 

Cloud™ expanding the organizations predictive maintenance capabilities. 

 
 
Product Elevator Pitch 

A reliable and seamless operation is the key to any successful manufacturing facility. Unexpected 

machine failures derail production and can result in expensive repair costs and lost revenue 

opportunities. To prevent unplanned downtime and repairs, maintenance teams need the ability to spot 

and solve problems before they become bigger problems. The best way to do this is through daily checks 

on machine condition and the best tool for the task is the Fluke 805 FC Vibration Meter which allows 

you to quickly share measurement so you can make go or no-go maintenance decisions with confidence. 

 

The Fluke 805 FC is the fastest and most reliable way to check bearings and overall vibration. The 

foolproof sensor design helps to minimize measurement variations caused by device angle or contact 

pressure, ensuring you always get an accurate reading. The four-level severity scale quickly assesses 

condition severity and reports problems using words, not numbers or colors. And data is transferable to 

the Fluke Connect Mobile App or via USB and can be trended using pre-built Microsoft® Excel template.  

 

The Fluke 805 FC Vibration Meter eliminates the confusion of vibration screening and provides reliable, 
repeatable, and accurate results for bearings and overall vibration. 
 

Target Audience 

Primary target audience: Frontline mechanical troubleshooting teams and machine operators of high-

end process facilities (petrochemical, pulp and paper, primary metals, utilities, food product, etc.) 

 Product usage: 

 Scheduled machine condition checks 

 Tracking long term overall machine health 

 

Secondary target audience: Contractors and consultants providing vibration or mechanical analysis 

services 

Product usage: 

 Quick checks on-site to understand client machine condition 

 Recommend to clients for in-between visits 

Features / Benefits 

 Innovative sensor design minimizes measurement variations caused by device angle or contact 
pressure 

 Consistent data quality at both low and high frequency ranges 

 Four-level severity scale assesses urgency of problems for overall vibration and bearing 
condition 

 Exportable data via USB 

 Trending in Microsoft® Excel using pre-built templates 



 Overall vibration measurement (10 Hz to 1,000 Hz) for acceleration, velocity and displacement 
units of measurement for a wide variety of machines 

 Crest Factor+ technology provides reliable bearing assessment using direct sensor tip 
measurements between 4,000 Hz and 20,000 Hz 

 Compare vibration levels with ISO-10816 severity scales and store results to the Fluke Connect 
Cloud 

 Get authorization to take next steps in an instant if machine health is at risk via Fluke Connect™ 
Share-Live™ video call 

 Colored lighting system (green, red) and on-screen comments indicate how much pressure 
needs to be applied to take measurements 

 Temperature measurement with Spot IR Sensor increases diagnostic capabilities 

 On-board memory holds and saves up to 3,500 measurements 

 External accelerometer support for hard to reach locations 

 Flashlight for viewing measurement locations in dark areas 

 Large screen with high resolution for easy navigation and viewing 
 
Questions You May Encounter 

Question: What types of machines can I use the 805FC on? 

Answer: Chillers, fans, cooling tower drives, centrifugal pumps, positive displacement pumps, air 

compressors, blowers, generic gearboxes (rolling element bearings) and machine tools. 

 

Question: Can I export and trend data captured by the 805FC? 

Answer: Yes, with the 805 FC you can easily export data to the Fluke Connect Mobile app so you can 

save and share vibration readings from the field, or through a USB connection to a PC. You can trend the 

readings with pre-built Microsoft® Excel templates and plots graphs, and compare the overall vibration 

readings to ISO Standards (10816-1, 10816-3, 10816-7). 

 

Question:  What is Crest Factor+? 

Answer: Crest Factor+ is an algorithm that takes the confusion out of bearing assessment. The original 

Crest Factor algorithm is used by vibration analysts to identify bearing faults. It is defined as the ratio of 

the peak value/RMS value of a time domain vibration signal.  

A key limitation of the original Crest Factor algorithm is that it does not increase linearly as the 

bearing degrades, making it very difficult to determine the severity of mechanical issues. In fact, the 

Crest Factor can actually decrease as a bearing nears catastrophic failure due to large RMS values. 

 In order to overcome this limitation, Fluke uses a proprietary algorithm known as Crest Factor+ 

(CF+). CF+ values range from 1 to 16. As the bearing condition worsens, the CF+ value increases, 

ensuring the user is easily able to recognize the severity of the problem. To make things even simpler, 

Fluke has also included a four-level severity scale that identifies the bearing health as Good, Satisfactory, 

Unsatisfactory or Unacceptable. 

 


